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 Every facial expression involves one or more facial action units 

appearing on the face. Therefore, action unit recognition is commonly 

used to enhance the facial expression detection performance. It is 

important to identify subtle changes in the face when particular action 

units occur. In this paper, we propose an architecture that employs the 

local features extracted from specific regions of face while using the 

global features taken from the whole face. To this end, we combine the 

SPPNet and FPN modules to architect an end-to-end network for facial 

action unit recognition. First, different predefined regions of face are 

detected, and next, the SPPNet module capture deformations in the 

detected regions. The SPPNet module focuses on each region 

separately and cannot take into account possible changes in the other 

areas of the face. In parallel, the FPN module finds the global features 

related to each of the facial regions. By combining the two modules, 

the proposed architecture is able to capture both the local and global 

facial features, and enhance the performance of action unit recognition 

task. The experimental results on the DISFA dataset demonstrate the 

effectiveness of our method. 
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1. Introduction 

People’s intentions, expressions, physical or 

mental states usually appear in their faces, and it 

is believed that people’s face say a lot about them. 

Facial behavior analysis is one of the most 

popular research areas in affective computing, 

human-computer interaction (HCI), and machine 

vision. Previous research works show that people 

can not completely prevent their intentions and 

internal states from being represented on their 

faces [1]. That means, analyzing people’s facial 

behavior can help us understand their goals and 

intentions. 

As mentioned in [2], facial behaviors can be 

described using two different approaches, i.e., 

facial expressions and facial action units (AU). 

Facial expressions are nothing except occurrence 

of meaningful combinations of facial AUs, which 

are movements of one or more facial muscles. 

combinations of two or more different AUs and 

their appearances on the face depict unique facial 

expressions. Mapping between the combination of 

AUs and the corresponding facial expressions is 

presented in [3]. Using such a mapping, if the 

AUs and their combinations are identified in a 

face, facial expressions can also be practically 

distinguished. 

In an attempt for systematic analysis of human 

facial behavior, Ekman and Friesen developed the 

facial action coding system (FACS), which is a 

comprehensive reference system for studying 

facial actions based on anatomy of human face 

[4]. The goal of AU detection in a given facial 

image (or in a sequence of frames in a video) is to 

measure the similarity of facial muscle 

movements with those defined in FACS. 

Action unit detection is a difficult task and no one 

can perform it with high performance if they don’t 

have prior knowledge. Nevertheless, manual 

annotation is time-consuming and expensive, such 

that it takes more than 30 minutes for an expert to 
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annotate one minute of a video clip [5]. Moreover, 

subtle changes in parts of face during the AU 

occurrence yield to variations in AU appearance, 

which causes more challenges in the AU 

recognition task. On the other hand, there are 

more technical challenges in automatic AU 

detection, namely, lack of large datasets with AU 

annotations, diverse subjects, and imbalanced AU 

datasets. 

The action unit recognition methods can be 

divided into two group, i.e., those that use the 

whole face, and those that first divide the face 

image into parts related to the AUs and afterwards 

classify each part separately. In the latter, it is 

possible to tackle the subtle facial variations more 

carefully, however, global features and the 

relations and the dependencies among the AUs are 

missing. In this work, we combined the two 

approaches to take advantage of both local and 

global information simultaneously. This can help 

to obtain higher recognition rates and eliminate 

possible flaws. 

The rest of the paper is organized as what follow. 

An overview of the previous research works in the 

field of facial AU detection is listed in Section 2. 

Our proposed method is presented in detail in 

Section 3. The experimental results are discussed 

in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in 

Section 5. 

 

2. Related Works 

Many efforts have been made over the previous 

years in the research filed of AU detection to 

extract useful features for enhancing detection 

rate. Static two-dimensional image representation 

is one of the famous methods of facial AU feature 

extraction [6]. In this approach, facial features are 

divide into two categories i.e., appearance and 

geometry. Gabor wavelets [7, 8], Haar feature [9], 

scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [10], and 

local binary pattern [11] are the most common 

handcrafted appearance-based features. On the 

other hand, deformations in the various 

components of face convey information that 

constitute geometric features and can be measured 

by optical flows [12] or dislocation of landmark 

points [13, 14]. Some researchers have used a 

combination of these two feature representation 

approaches to improve the overall performance 

[6]. The authors of [15] proposed Multiple kernel 

Learning. The authors of [16] used the 

SimpleMKL algorithm, combined the two types 

of features, and averaged the outcome to exploit 

the temporal information in sequences. The 

authors of [17] proposed a multi-conditional latent 

variable model that encodes the AUs 

dependencies at both feature and model level into 

the proposed manifold learning for AU 

recognition by introducing topological and 

relational constraints. 

The power of deep learning algorithms and their 

efficiency in various fields has led to the recent 

use of these techniques in the AU recognition 

task. The authors of [18] proposed AU R-CNN, in 

which by designing the AU partition rule, the 

images are decomposed into a bunch of AU-

related bounding boxes and different regions of 

face are localized. The regions are then merged to 

obtain the image-level prediction. The authors of 

[19] proposed a hybrid CNN-RNN network for 

human action recognition from video. Shao et al. 

suggested to jointly perform AU recognition and 

face alignment in order to use the specific AU 

positions provided by landmarks [20]. They 

further captured local AU-related characteristics 

via spatial attention mechanism [21]. The authors 

of [22] proposed Geodesic Guided Convolution 

(GeoConv) for AU recognition by embedding 3D 

manifold information into 2D convolutions in 

which the convolutional kernel is weighted by 

geodesic distances on the 3D facial surface. In an 

attempt to assess the effectiveness of 2D and 3D 

CNNs in human action recognition task, the 

authors of [23] evaluated these networks in hand 

gesture recognition task. 

In a separate line of research, the encoder-

decoder models have been employed in this 

context. [24] used graph convolutional networks 

(GCN) for AU relation modeling. They used auto-

encoders to extract latent representation of AU-

related regions to be fed to GCN for modeling AU 

relationships. In [25], a deep structured inference 

network (DSIN) for AU recognition is proposed. 

This structure passes information obtained from 

extracted image features and the structure 

inference between predictions straightforwardly to 

capture the relationship between AUs. The authors 

of [26] proposed the AU semantic relationship 

embedded representation learning (SRERL) 

framework that first extracts global feature maps 

over the whole face image. Then, they process 

cropped features from the global feature maps, 

separately. Finally, they used gated graph neural 

networks (GGNN) to capture correlations among 

AUs. A Meta Auxiliary Learning method (MAL) 

is proposed in [27] in which adaptive weights are 

used for learning facial expression.”. 
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3. Proposed Method 

3.1. Overview 

Most of the existing methods use only local or 

global features. To overcome this problem, we 

propose a novel architecture that covers the 

shortcomings of other methods. The main idea 

behind our proposed architecture is using both the 

local and global information extracted from the 

input data. In other words, we identify action units 

from locally segmented face regions while 

analyzing the whole face simultaneously. We 

combine the outcome of the two processing flows 

to recognize facial expressions. To this end, we 

use SPPNet [28] and FPN [29] in our 

architecture. Our proposed framework, as shown 

in Figure 1, consists of three parts: the initial 

convolutional layer, the SPPNet module, and the 

FPN module. 

In the convolutional layer, we first crop faces 

from the images using 68 landmark points. Then, 

following the [18] approach we use “expert prior 

knowledge” to extract the coordinates of the face 

regions of interest (RoIs). As shown in Figure 2, 

this yield to eight bounding boxes each containing 

specific regions of face where the desired AUs 

happen. After that, we employ a ResNet-101 [30] 

and extract the feature map from each face image. 

In order to avoid overfitting of the model, we 

freeze conv1-res4 layer. 

Considering the fact that the sizes of bounding 

boxes are not fixed for different faces, we use RoI 

pooling layer to fix the sizes of the feature maps 

obtained from conv1-res4. For this step, we map 

the coordinates of the bounding boxes from the 

original image to the feature maps and extract 

them. This feature maps that belong to the 

bounding boxes are fed to the SPPNet, and the 

original feature maps that belong to the whole 

image face are fed to the SPPNet and the FPN 

modules. The outputs of the two modules are 

concatenated, and the final fully-connected (FC) 

layer’s output is treated as each class probability. 

Finally, because the prediction was at the RoI 

level and belonged to each bounding box, we 

returned the prediction results to the image level 

by merging the hit of each AU or AUs in each 

box. The details of SPPNet and the FPN modules 

are explained in the sequel. 

 

3.2. SPPNet module 

One of the important properties of SPPNet is the 

use of multi-level spatial bins. It has been shown 

in [28] that this architecture is robust to object 

deformations. In our problem, each extracted face 

RoI is different in scale and level of deformation, 

e.g., eye regions are small and have subtle 

deformation compared to the other regions. 

Therefore, in the SPPNet module, we first import 

the feature map into two different branches. In the 

lower branch, the feature maps are given to Res5, 

and in the other one we configure the 4-level 

pyramid pooling {7×7, 3×3, 2×2, (1×1) ×2} with 

the total of 64 bins. In order to reduce the number 

of channels a 1×1 Conv is used.  

 

Figure 1. Outline of the proposed framework. The extracted feature maps from the initial and middle layers of ResNet-

101 are fed to the FPN and SPPNet modules. Coordinates of the bounding boxes are also used by the SPPNet module. 

FPN and SPPNet modules work together as core modules for AU recognition. 
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Finally, the outcome of the two branches are 

concatenated and fed to a fully connected layer. 

Details of the SPPNet module are illustrated in 

Figure 3. 

 
3.3. FPN Module 

In this module, first the low-level and high-

resolution features (obtained from the previous 

layers) are transformed to high-level and low-

resolution features using a Res5 block. Input and 

output of the Res5 block are feature maps with 

1024×M×N, and 2048×M/2×N/2 respectively. Then 

the two set of features (before and after Res5) are 

combined to get more convenient representation. 

To this end, we first up-sample the output of Res5 

by a factor of 2, because of the output of Res5 

reduced by a factor of 2. Since the two feature sets 

have different dimensionalities, we fixed their 

dimensionality using convolutional layers, and 

pass both sets of features through 1×1 convolution 

layers. Then, the feature sets are added, and a 3×3 

convolution layer is applied to prevent the aliasing 

effect of upsampling [29]. 

Since the face images are divided into eight 

separate regions in SPP module (see Figure 2), we 

replicate each feature map eight times, i.e., for 

each bounding box we consider a feature map of 

the whole face. 

Elements of these eight feature maps are 

separately element-wise multiplied by a set of 

learnable coefficients as follows  

(1)      
1

1

( ) *
C

N

ij ij ijk
l

F x w x




   

 

where all the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 coefficients are set to initial 

value of 0.01, N is set to 8, C is the number of 

channels, and i,j are the coordinates of the feature 

map elements. The details of the FPN module are 

illustrated in Figure 4. This way, more attention is 

paid to the parts of the whole face feature maps 

for each bounding box that convey more 

informative features. At the final stage of the FPN 

module, these feature maps are fed into the FC 

layer. 

 
4. Experiments 

In this section, the dataset and the experimental 

setup are presented first. Details of the evaluations 

and comparative results are provided afterwards. 
 

4.1. Dataset  
Our proposed model is evaluated on the publicly 

available dataset DISFA [31]. This dataset 

contains 54 videos, where 27 of them were 

captured from the left and the rest were recorded 

from the right side of the subject’s faces. Twenty-

seven young adults with diverse ethnicities 

participated. Each video consists of 4,485 frames, 

summing up to a total of about 260,000 frames. 

The frames are manually labeled with AU 

intensity on a six-point ordinal scale. Using [26, 

20, 22] methods, we only considered those frames 

with intensities equal to or greater than 2 as 

positive. There are 12 AUs included in the DISFA 

dataset. For evaluating our framework we used 8 

of them, i.e., action units 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 25, and 

26. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Eight bounding boxes for each part of the 

face are defined. One or more AUs may occur in 

each bounding box. 

 

Figure 3. The SPPNet module, in which feature maps that are 

extracted from the initial and middle layers of ResNet101 

(conv1-res4) are imported into two branches and then 

concatenated together and fed to a FC layer. 
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4.1. Implementation details 

All our experiments were conducted on a 

computer with a GTX 1080 Ti GPU and 16 GB 

RAM. We used Chainer1 as our learning 

framework. In our processing flow, we first used 

Dlib2 library to get 68 landmarks for each face 

and then cropped the faces and resized them to 

512×512 pixels. Next, we subtract the mean pixel 

value from all the dataset images. We augmented 

the dataset in a random order by horizontally 

flipping the input images. The size of mini-

batches was set to 8. Since the backbone of our 

model is the same as that of AU R-CNN [18], we 

employed the concept of transfer learning, used 

the pre-trained model on the BP4D [32], and fine-

tuned the last layers. We used Stochastic Gradient 

Descent (SGD) optimization algorithm and set the 

learning rate to 10−4. The learning rate was 

reduced every ten epochs by a factor of 20%. 

                                                      

1 https://chainer.org/ 
2 http://dlib.net/ 

Standard 𝐿2 norm was used to regularize the 

network’s parameters. 
 

4.1. Evaluation Metrics 

We extracted RoIs from the face images and 

trained our model to treat each of them as a 

separate bounding box (see Figure 2). In order to 

evaluate our method, we used the widely used 

accuracy measure. Because some AUs have low 

occurrence rates, using the accuracy measure is 

not enough. Therefore, we also used the F1-frame 

(F1-score) [33], which is commonly used in the 

literature and is defined using precision and recall 

as follows:  

𝐹1 = 2𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙) (2) 

All experiments were conducted in a subject-

exclusive 3-fold cross-validation scheme and 

accuracy and F1-frame score for all the AUs were 

calculated. The reported values are the average 

results (denoted as Avg.) over all experiments. 

 

4.4. Results 

In the following, the results of the proposed 

method are compared with those of similar 

methods on the DISFA dataset. The results 

presented in Table 1 and Table 2 are obtained 

under 3-fold cross-validation setting. The reported 

values in the tables are F1-frame and accuracy, 

respectively. Traditional methods like linear 

support vector machine (LSVM) [34], active 

patch learning (APL) [35], deep region and multi-

label learning (DRML) [36], ROI adaption net 

(ROI-Nets) [37], DSIN [25], AU R-CNN [18], 

and the recent successful methods like SRERL 

[26] and ARL [21] were compared with our 

method. It should be noted that our comparison 

includes only those methods that use static two-

dimensional image representation. 

 

Figure 4. Details of the FPN module. Res5 block is applied to the 

feature maps in the top flow. These feature maps are then 

aggregated with the original feature maps. 

Table 1. Results of different methods in action unit recognition task on DISFA dataset. Reported numbers are F1-frames, 

and bracketed and bold numbers represent the best and the second-best results, respectively. 

AU 

    
F1-frame 

    

LSVM APL DRML ROI-Nets DSIN AU R-CNN SRERL MAL ARL Our method 

1 10.8 11.4 17.3 41.5 42.4 32.1 45.7 43.8 43.9 [47.6] 

2 10 12 17.7 26.4 39.0 25.9 [47.8] 39.3 42.1 39.4 

4 21.8 30.1 37.4 66.4 68.4 59.8 59.6 68.9 63.6 [70.3] 

6 15.7 12.4 29 50.7 28.6 [55.3] 47.1 47.4 41.8 52.4 

9 11.5 10.1 10.7 8.5 46.8 39.8 45.6 [48.6] 40.0 45.4 

12 70.4 65.9 37.7 89.3 [90.4] 67.7 73.5 72.7 76.2 74.5 

25 12 21.4 38.5 88.9 70.8 77.4 84.3 90.6 [95.2] 89.0 

26 22.1 26.9 20.1 15.6 42.2 52.6 43.6 52.6 [66.8] 54.8 

Avg 21.8 23.8 26.80 48.5 53.6 51.3 55.9 58.0 58.7 [59.2] 
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Table 1 shows the performance of different 

methods in terms of F1-score. Our proposed 

method outperforms other methods on average of 

F1-scores. Moreover, our method achieves the 

best classification results for AUs 1 and 4, and the 

second-best classification results for AUs 6, 25, 

and 26. It is observed from the reported results in 

Table 1 that the other methods also perform 

differently for different action units. For example, 

the results of the ARL [21] method are the best for 

AUs 22 and 26 and the second-best for AUs 2 and 

12. The outcome of the same method for AUs 4, 

6, and 9 is significantly low compared with that of 

the other methods. Our proposed method is 

consistently performing good for all AUs, and 

although not all of our results are the best, the 

performance of the method is comparable with 

that of the others. Generalization capability of our 

method can be the result of simultaneous 

utilization of local and global face features 

through the FPN and SPPNet modules. 

The proposed method outperforms all other 

methods for AUs 1, 2, 4, and 6. and is the second 

best for others in terms of classification accuracy. 

As shown in Table 2, there is a significant gap 

between the two best algorithms (i.e. ARL and our 

proposed method) and the other methods. This 

shows the strength of the proposed architecture. 

On the other hand, our method and the AU R-

CNN method both use ResNet-101 as the 

backbone of the models. However, the number of 

learnable parameters of our method is much less 

than that of AU R-CNN. This is because we 

freeze the initial and middle layers and don’t train 

them. Therefore, the proposed method is more 

efficient than AU R-CNN. Moreover, another 

advantage of our method is its simplicity 

compared to the other methods specifically ARL. 

4. Conclusion 

A common approach for detecting facial 

expressions is to recognize different facial action 

units and then use their combination to identify 

the facial expressions. To this end, some methods 

use the whole face as a single object to detect and 

classify action units, while the others detect each 

action unit separately. Despite the achievements, 

the latter approaches are prone to misclassification 

because they miss some useful information. For 

example, features from the upper face, such as 

those related to eye and eyebrow gestures, can 

enhance the detection performance of the AUs in 

the lower face (e.g., AU 25, AU 26). By using the 

whole face images, it is possible to capture each 

AU’s global and occurrence-related features. 

The strengths of each of these two approaches 

inspired us to use the combination of them to 

complement each other and eliminate possible 

flaws. It is known that the constituent area (and 

scales) and the appearance of each AU may vary. 

Therefore, we used SPPNet [28] to generalize the 

proposed model to learn these variations. With an 

end-to-end trainable framework (SPP-FPNNet), 

we proposed to combine local features using the 

SPP module with global features using the FPN 

module to achieve an efficient approach because 

of less time has been spent to train the network. 

This is achieved by freezing the weights of the 

initial and middle layers of the network, and fine-

tuning the last layers. Our proposed model 

outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for the 

well-known challenging DISFA dataset. By 

training the whole networks parameters, we 

expect to achieve better results. However, this 

imposes high computational cost. 

As the future line of research, we would like to 

use temporal features as an integral element in 

detecting AUs. Moreover, using sequence 

modeling techniques, more specifically attention 

mechanism, can be a logical extension of the 

current work to be able to tackle the temporal 

dynamics in videos. 
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 شناسایی واحد حرکتی چهره بهبودیافته با استفاده از ویژگی های محلی و سراسری چهره

 

  *فؤاد قادری و امین رحمتی سردشت

  .ایران، تهران، دانشگاه تربیت مدرس، آزمایشگاه تعامل انسان و کامپیوتر، دانشکده مهندسی برق و کامپیوتر

 10/01/2023 ؛ پذیرش16/10/2022 بازنگری؛ 17/07/2022 ارسال

 چکیده:

 صیتشد  رانددمان شیافزا یبرا معمولا یواحد عمل شناسایی ن،یشود. بنابرایظاهر م چهره یاست که روی چند واحد عمل ای کیچهره شامل  هیجانهر 

 کیدمقالده، مدا  نیدادهندد، مهدم اسدت. در یرخ م یخاص حرکتی یکه واحدها یزمان چهرهدر  فیظر راتییتغ ییشود. شناسایچهره استفاده مهیجان 

شدده از گرفته سراسدری یهدایژگیحال استفاده از و نیاز چهره و در ع یخاص نواحیشده از است راج یمحل یهایژگیکه از و میکنیم شنهادیپ یمعمار

 یواحدد عملد صیتشد  یشدکهه سرتاسدر بدرا کیتا  میکنیم بیرا با هم ترک FPNو  SPPNet یهامنظور، ماژول نیا ی. براکندیاستفاده م چهرهکل 

 ندواحیها را در شدهل رییدتغ SPPNetشدوند و در مرحلده بعدد، مداژول یم ییشناسا چهرهشده  فیتعر شیم تلف از پ ی. ابتدا نواحمیکن یچهره طراح

صدورت  ینواح ریدر سا یاحتمال راتییتواند تغیکند و نمیبه طور جداگانه تمرکز م ناحیه چهرههر  یبر رو SPPNetکند. ماژول یشده ثکت م ییشناسا

 یدو مداژول، معمدار نیدا بیدکندد. بدا ترکیم دایرا پ چهره نواحیاز  کیمربوط به هر  سراسری یهایژگیو FPN. به موازات آن، ماژول ردیرا در نظر بگ

 یرو یتجربد جیدهدد. نتدا شیرا افدزا یواحدد عملد شناسدایی رانددمانو  کندد ثکدترا  سراسدری چهدرهو هم  یمحل یهایژگیهم و تواندیم یشنهادیپ

 .دهدیروش ما را نشان م یاثرب ش DISFAداده مجموعه

 .حرکتیهیجانات چهره، واحد شناسایی  های عصکی پیچشی، لایه ادغام هرم فضایی،شکهه :کلمات کلیدی

 

 




